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This paper analyzes heat transfer and fluid flow of natural convection in inclined cavity
filled with CuO-water nanofluid heated from one side and cooled from the ceiling. The
transport equations for the flow are solved numerically by the finite volume element
method using the SIMPLER algorithm Based on numerical predictions. The effects of
Rayleigh number and aspect ratio on flow pattern and energy transport are investigated for
Rayleigh numbers ranging from 104 to 107 volume fraction of solid varied to 0%e4% and for
five different aspect ratios of 0.08, 0.1, 0.125, 0.25 and 0.5. It is found that the effect of
Rayleigh number on heat transfer is less significant when the enclosure is shallow
(AR ¼ 0.5) and the influence of aspect ratio is stronger when the enclosure is tall and the
Rayleigh number is high.
The subject of this paper is to study the effect of Rayleigh number on the nanofluid flow
inside the enclosure and the effect of nanoparticles on heat transfer.
Copyright ª 2014, The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy
Publications, LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).Introduction
Over the last few years, the analysis of natural convection in
enclosures filled with nanofluids has been studied extensively
using different geometries, equation models, and numerical
techniques and can be used in numerous applications of en-
gineering. Most of the previous natural convection in enclo-
sures is related to either side heating or bottom heating [1e4].
Today nanoparticles used for detection and removal of
chemical and biological substances include metals (e.g cad-
mium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, zinc and copper oxide).
Still, several researches are performed by many authors for a
better understanding of nanoparticles effects [5e8]. Further-
more, nanofluids have been widely used in industry becausecom (M. Bouhalleb).
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se (http://creativecommoof the growing use of these smart fluids. Many studies [9e12]
explained that nanofluids clearly exhibit enhanced thermal
conductivity which goes up with increasing volumetric frac-
tion of nanoparticles. Nanofluid concept is utilized to describe
a fluid in which nanometer-sized particles are suspended in
conventional heat transfer basic fluids. There are mainly two
techniques used to produce nanofluids which are the single-
step and the two-step method (see Akoh et al. [13] and East-
man et al. [14]). Both of these methods have advantages and
disadvantages as discussed by Wang and Mujumdar [15]. The
materials with sizes of nanometers possess unique physical
and chemical properties (Das et al. [16]). They can flow
smoothly through microchannels without clogging them
because it is small enough to behave similar to liquid mole-
cules (Kanafer et al. [17]). This fact has attracted manyon behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. This is an open
ns.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
Nomenclature
AR aspect ratio of the cavity, L/H
Cp specific heat at constant pressure, J kg1 K1
ds nanoparticle diameter, m
g gravitational acceleration, m s2
H height of the cavity, (m)
k thermal conductivity, W m1 K1
L length of the cavity, m
Nu(x) local Nusselt number, ðkeff=kf ðvq=vyÞy¼0Þ
Nu space averaged Nusselt number
Pr Prandtl number, (nf/af )
Ra Rayleigh number, (gbfH
3(ThTc)/nfaf)
u,v dimensionless velocity components,
(normalized by af/H)
x,y dimensionless coordinates,
(normalized by H)
Greek symbols
a thermal diffusivity, (k/rCp), m
2 s1
b thermal expansion coefficient, K1
4 solid volume fraction
q dimensionless temperature, (TTc)/(ThTc)
m dynamic viscosity of the fluid, kg m1 s1
n kinematic viscosity of the fluid, (m/r), m2 s1
r density of the fluid, kg m3
u inclination angle of the cavity
Subscripts
c cold
eff effective
h hot
f fluid
nf Cuo-water nanofluid
s solid
Table 1 e Physical properties of pure water and CuO solid
particle.
r
(kg m3)
Cp
(J kg1 K1)
k
(Wm1 K1)
b (k1)
Pure water 997.1 4179 0.613 2.1  104
CuO 6320 531.8 76.5 1.8  105
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Rahman and sharif [36]
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et al. [20], Polidari et al. [21], Oztop and Abu-Nada [22], Nield
and Kuznetsov [23], Kuznetsov and Nield [24] and Muthta-
milselvan et al. [25]. Choi et al. [26] showed that the addition of
small amount (less than 1% by volume) of nanoparticles to
conventional heat transfer liquids increased the thermal
conductivity of fluid up to approximately two times. Oztop
and Abu-Nada [22] investigated heat transfer and fluid flow
due to buoyancy forces in a partially heated enclosure using
nanofluids with various types of nanoparticles. It was found
that the heat transfer enhancement due to using a nanofluid
is more pronounced at a low aspect ratio than at a high aspect
ratio. Putra et al. [27] conducted experiments to investigate
natural convective heat transfer of aqueous CuO and Al2O3
nanofluids inside a cylinder. They observed a systematic and
significant deterioration in natural convective heat transfer at
Rayleigh numbers from 106 to 109.
In the present study, natural convection in a rectangular
enclosure heated from one side and cooled from the ceiling is
analyzed numerically. Both the hot wall and cold ceiling
temperatures are assumed to be uniform. This type of
boundary conditions has a practical importance especially in
cooled ceiling applications. The main objective of this study isω
hT
cT
.adiab
.adiab
g
L
x
y
Fig. 1 e Studied problem with boundary conditions and
coordinate system.to determine the effect of aspect ratio and Rayleigh number on
flow pattern and heat transfer in the enclosure.Statement of the problem and mathematical
formulation
We consider a rectangular cavity of length L and height H as
shown in Fig. 1. The cavity is filled with CuO-water nanofluid.20 40 60 80 100
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Fig. 2 e Validation of the present code against numerical
results of Rahman and sharif [35] and Ghasemi and
Aminossadati [36].
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Fig. 3 e Validation of the present code against experimental results of Krane and Jesse [37], Pr [ 0.71, Ra [ 1.89 3 105,
u [ 90 at y [ 0.5.(a):velocity profile, (b): temperature distribution.
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Th and a low temperature Tc respectively, whereas other walls
are adiabatic. The nanofluid is considered to be Newtonian
and incompressible; the flow is laminar and two-dimensional.
The base fluid (water) and the spherical nanoparticles (CuO)
are considered to be in thermal equilibrium. The thermo
physical properties of the base fluid and the solid particles are
given in Table 1. The thermo physical properties of the
nanofluid are assumed constant except for the density water
variation, which is determined based on the Boussinesq
approximation.)(a )(b
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Fig. 4 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.5, 4 [ 2% and uThe equations used in this study are formulated consid-
ering the usual hypotheses of a Newtonian incompressible
fluid under the Boussinesq approximation. In the Cartesian
coordinate system, thedimensionless equations for continuity
momentum and energy are expressed in the following form:
vu
vx
þ vv
vy
¼ 0 (1)
u
vu
vx
þ v vv
vy
¼ vp
vx
þ mnf
rnfaf

v2u
vx2
þ v
2u
vy2

þ ðrbÞnf
rnfbf
Ra Prq sin u
(2))(c
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[ 0: (a) Ra [ 104; (b) Ra [ 105; (c) Ra [ 106; (d) Ra [ 107.
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vv
vx
þ v vv
vy
¼ vp
vy
þ mnf
rnfaf

v2v
vx2
þ v
2v
vy2

þ ðrbÞnf
rnfbf
Ra Prq cos u
(3)
u
vq
vx
þ v vq
vy
¼ anf
af

v2q
vx2
þ v
2q
vy2

(4)
Equations (1)e(4) are normalized by the characteristic
heigh H of the cavity and specific velocity af/H, where af is the
thermal diffusivity of the base fluid. The dimensionless tem-
perature q is defined as q ¼ (TTc)/(ThTc).
The expressions of density, specific heat, thermal expan-
sion coefficient and dynamic viscosity all of the nanofluid are
given as follows [28,29]:
rnf ¼ ð1 4Þrf þ 4rs (5))(b
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Fig. 5 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.25, 4 [ 2% and uðrCpÞnf ¼ ð1 4ÞðrCpÞf þ 4ðrCpÞs (6)
ðrbÞnf ¼ ð1 4ÞðrbÞf þ 4ðrbÞs (7)
mnf ¼
mf
ð1 fÞ2:5 (8)
The local Nusselt number Nu(x) evaluated along the high
wall is expressed as:
NuðxÞ ¼ keff
kf

vq
vy

y¼1
(9)
The effective thermal conductivity, keff is composed of the
conventional static part and the Brownian motion part:
keff ¼ kstat þ kBrow (10))(c )(d
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[ 0: (a) Ra [ 104; (b) Ra [ 105; (c) Ra [ 106; (d) Ra [ 107.
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model [30]:
kstat ¼ kf
ks þ 2kf þ 2

ks  kf

4
ks þ 2kf 

ks  kf

4
(11)
Thermal Brownian conductivity kBrow, was modeled for
CuO-water nanofluid by Koo and Kleinstreuer [31]. Their
model has been developed to take effects of particle size,
particle volume fraction and temperature dependence as well
as properties of the base liquid into considerations. The
Brownian conductivity is then formulated as [31]:
kBrow ¼ 5 104 b14rf Cpf
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kT
rsds
s
fðT;4Þ (12)
where rs and ds are the density and the diameter of nano-
particles respectively, and k is the Boltzmann constant,
k ¼ 1.3807  1023J K1. For the CuO-water nanofluid, the two
modeling functions b1 and f are experimentally estimated as:0.00 0.10
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Fig. 6 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.125, 4[ 2%
and u [ 0: (a) Ra [ 104; (b) Ra [ 105; (c) Ra [ 106; (d)
Ra [ 107.ß1 ¼ 0:0011ð1004Þ0:7272 (13)
fðT;4Þ ¼ ð6:044þ 0:4705ÞTþ ð1722:34 134:63Þ (14)
Relations (13) and (14) are valid for 1%  4  4% and
300 K  T  325 K.
The total heat transferred from the hot wall to the flow is
evaluated by the space averaged Nusselt number expressed
as:
Nu ¼ 1
AR
ZAR
0
NuðxÞdx (15)
where AR is the aspect ratio of the cavity and defined as
AR ¼ L/H.Numerical methodology, grid refinement and
test validation
The system of Equations (1)e(4) is solved using a Control
Volume Finite Element Method (CVFEM) adapted to the classic
staggered grid where pressure and velocity components are
stored at different grid nodes. This method is inspired from0.00 0.10
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Fig. 7 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.1, 4 [ 2%
and u [ 0: (a) Ra [ 104; (b) Ra [ 105; (c) Ra [ 106; (d)
Ra [ 107.
i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 3 9 ( 2 0 1 4 ) 1 5 2 7 5e1 5 2 8 615280the well known finite volume of Patankar [32]. The SIMPLER
algorithm was applied to resolve the pressureevelocity
coupling. A shape function describing the variation of the
dependant variables u, v and qwas needed to evaluate the flux
across the control volume faces. A linear variation for these
variables in the diffusive and in the convective terms of the
conservation equations has been used as recommended in the
study of Abbassi et al. [33]. The space integration of conser-
vation equations through the control volume is performed by
Simpson’s method, which is fourth-order accurate. More de-
tails about this numerical method and its validation are
available in Abbassi et al. [34]. Some validations, in relation
with the subject of the present paper, are presented below in
this study.
Grid refinement tests have been performed for four non
uniform grids: 80  160, 120  240, 140  280 and 150  300 for
Ra¼ 105, 4¼ 0.02, AR¼ 0.5 and u¼ 0. Results show that when
we passed from the first grid to the second, the Nusselt
number Nu passed from 6.2568 to 6.5368, undergoing a0.00
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Fig. 8 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.08, 4 [ 2%
and u [ 0: (a) Ra [ 104; (b) Ra [ 105; (c) Ra [ 106; (d)
Ra [ 107.variation of 4.47%. When we passed from the second grid to
the third, the Nusselt number becomes 6.6239, undergoing a
decrease of 1.33%. Now,whenwe passed from the third grid to
the fourth, the Nusselt number becomes 6.6538, undergoing a
decrease of only 0.45%. We conclude that the grid of 140  280
is sufficient to carry out the numerical study of this flow. A
particular care is taken when varying the aspect ratio; the grid
is extended by the same meshing especially near the walls.
The validation of the present computer code for natural
convection in inclined enclosure is carried out by comparing
present results with the numerical study directed by Rahman
and Sharif [35] and Ghasemi and Aminossadati [36]. This
comparison is shown in Fig. 2 where we present the variation
of the space averaged Nusselt number Nu as a function of
inclination angle at two different aspect ratios AR ¼ 1 and
AR ¼ 4. Further validations are presented in Fig. 3 where we
present velocity profile (a) and temperature distribution (b) at
the midplane cavity (y ¼ 0.5) against the experimental results
of Krane and Jesse [37] for natural convection in a cavity filled
with air under horizontal temperature gradient. In both vali-
dations, a reasonable agreement can be observed between
results of the present study and those in Refs. [35e37].Results and discussions
Computations are carried out for CuO-water as working fluid
with a Prandtl number of 7.06. The effect of aspect ratio AR is
studied by considering five different values: 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.1
and 0.08. It is worth noting that in this study the aspect ratio
AR¼ L/H is equal to ratio of cold wall length to hot wall length.
Solid volume fraction and inclination angle are varied in the
ranges of 0%4  8% and 0 u  90. The effect of Rayleigh
number is investigated in the range of 104  Ra107.
Influence of Rayleigh number on streamlines and isotherms
Figs. 4 and 5 show the influence of aspect ratio and Rayleigh
number on flow and heat transfer in enclosures having the
aspect ratio of AR ¼ 0.5 and AR ¼ 0.25 that are respectively
considered to be large enclosures compared to other aspects
ratios. At Ra¼ 104 the structure of streamlines suggest that the
flow pattern is characterized byweak single cell circulation for
both aspect ratios. The center of cell is located at a point closer
to the ceiling for these cases. For AR ¼ 0.5 the circulation is
stronger than the other aspect ratios and the center of the cell
moves downwards when Rayleigh number increases. For
AR ¼ 0.25, the variation of Rayleigh number in low Rayleigh
Ra  105 does not affect the flow and temperature fields
considerably, persisting on a regime similar to that one of pure
conduction. The cell does not occupy the entire enclosure for
this case. At higher Rayleigh numbers, when Ra  105 for
AR¼ 0.5 and when Ra 106 for AR¼ 0.25 the flow occupies the
whole enclosure with the exception of lower left corner at
which thermally inactive walls intersect with the bottomwall
and imposes a severe restriction on the flow. With increasing
Rayleigh numbers, the isotherms are compressed towards the
hot wall and the cold ceiling and most of the enclosure is
occupied by warmer fluid. Due to this effect, the single cell is
expanded in both vertical and horizontal directions with a
i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 3 9 ( 2 0 1 4 ) 1 5 2 7 5e1 5 2 8 6 15281slight distortion in flow direction. This expansion results in
boundary layer formation at Ra ¼ 106 for AR ¼ 0.5 and at
Ra ¼ 107 for AR ¼ 0.25. Convection in boundary layers alters
the sign of temperature gradients in turn, and formation of a
small secondary cell near right upper corner Fig. 4(d).
The flow pattern and temperature distributions for
AR ¼ 0.125, AR ¼ 0.1 and AR ¼ 0.08 representing the deepest
enclosures, are demonstrated in Figs. 6e8. The flow charac-
terized by simple cell turns in anticlockwise is observed for
three cases. For Rayleigh less than or equal to 106 the center of
cell is located closer to the ceiling wall, and the flow does not
occupy whole enclosure and the isotherms exhibit nearly
conduction characteristics. We also note that when Rayleigh
number increases, the center of cell, moves from top to bot-
tom along the y axis and the flow tends to occupy the whole
enclosure more uniformly (Ra ¼ 107) except for aspect ratio
equal to 0.08. For Fig. 6 we see that, only 1/3 of the enclosure is
occupied at Ra ¼ 104 and Ra ¼ 105, the occupied region is
extended to one half of the enclosure at Ra ¼ 106 and to the
entire enclosure at Ra¼ 107. For Fig. 7 only 1/4 of the enclosure,)(a )(b
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Fig. 9 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.5, 4 [ 2% andis filled at (Ra ¼ 104 and 105), 2/5 at Ra ¼ 106 and the entirety at
Ra¼ 107. As well for the Fig. 8 we have remarked only a third of
the enclosure is occupied at Ra ¼ 104, 105 and 106, while for
Ra ¼ 107 one half is busy.
For all aspect ratio passing from Ra ¼ 104 to 107, the iso-
therms are distorted along the diagonal of the enclosure due
to convection resulting in extension of thermally active zone
on cold ceiling towards insulated vertical wall. Therefore, heat
flux from the hotwall decreases frombottom to topwhile heat
flux to cold ceiling decreases from right to left. For Ra  105
isotherms tend to be increasingly stratified in the upper half of
the enclosure and the fluid becomes relatively stagnant in the
core region.
Influence of inclination angle on streamlines and isotherms
The dynamic and thermal fields obtained for all aspect ratio
are shown in Figs. 9e12.
In Fig. 9, the streamlines are characterized by a large cell
rotating in anticlockwise and occupying all the available space)(c )(d
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up to 30 in this case the symmetry center of the enclosure is
destroyed, and a recirculation cell appears in the left bottom
corner of the cavity, as well as a large cell that covered three
small cells (Fig. 9(b)). The recirculation cell disappear when
the inclination angle reaches 50 and the most of streamlines
moves to the top left corner and the flow occupies the whole
enclosure with the exception of lower left corner at which
thermally inactive walls intersect and bottom wall imposes a
severe restriction on the flow. Flow cannot penetrate to the
corner zones.Whenu reaches 90, the center of the cell moves
from the left to the right and occupies the center of the top
wall, and the inactive areamoves from the lower left corner to
the lower right corner.
Regarding the isotherms, it is also observed that they are
placed parallel to the hot and cold wall and perpendicular to
the adiabatic walls. The region of the left lower corner is0.00 0.10 0.20
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Fig. 10 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.25, 4 [ 2% andinactive and the intensity of this zone increases with the
inclination angle until u ¼ 50 and then decreases. For u¼ 90,
isotherms become parallel to the left adiabatic wall in the
center of the enclosure, and the boundary layer moves toward
the upper right corner.
In Fig. 10 and for u ¼ 0 streamlines occupies the entire
enclosure but the left lower corner remains inactive. The in-
tensity of the inactive zone increases, when u reaches 30 and
the central cell moves upward. While we increased u to 50,
recirculation cell appears in the lower left corner of the
enclosure and the cell center is still moving upwards. When u
reaches 90 the inactive area becomes to the lower right
corner, and the center cell is still moving upwards. For u ¼ 0,
u ¼ 30 and u ¼ 50 isotherms are almost the same; they are
perpendicular to the adiabatic walls and parallel to the hot
and cold walls. When u reaches 90 the isotherms stratifies in
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cupies the entire space within the cavity, for u ¼ 50 the flow
becomes partial. Whereas, for u ¼ 90, there is appearance of
the recirculation cell in the cavity bottom wall. When the
inclination angle increases from0 to 90 the cell centermoves
from bottom to top.
As regards the isotherms for u ¼ 0, 30 and 50, they are
located near the left hot wall. When the angle of inclination
reaches 90 the isothermsmoves to the adiabatic wall and the
lower area of the cavity remains inactive. When u increases
from 0 to 90 the boundary layermoves from the left corner of
the top wall to the right corner of the same wall.
In Fig. 12 when u ¼ 0 the flow occupies 87% of the enclo-
sure. Once we increase the inclination angle up to 30, 95% of
the enclosure is occupied. Increase even the inclination angle
to 50, the occupancy rate decreases, only 85% are occupied.
When u equal to 90 only half of the enclosure is occupied.0.00 0.10
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Fig. 11 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.125, 4 [ 2% anInfluence of aspect ratio on heat transfer
The distributions of the Nusselt numbers Nu relevant to
Ra ¼ 104, 105, 106 and 107 are plotted vs. the aspect ratio of the
enclosure in Fig. 13. It can be observed from the figure that
the influence of aspect ratio on average Nusselt number
differs in significance for tall and shallow enclosure. For the
case of tall enclosure, the dependence of Nusselt number on
aspect ratio is represented by a sharper slope in Nu- AR curve
for fixed Rayleigh number. The slopes of the curves decreases
as the aspect ratio increases implying a stronger aspect ratio
effect. We see that the nusselt number remains invariant,
when passing from Ra ¼ 104 to Ra ¼ 105 for all aspect ratio
and from 105 to 106 for AR ¼ 0.08 and AR ¼ 0.1. The insen-
sitiveness of the average Nusselt number on aspect ratio
variation for this case is explained by partial occupation flow
of the enclosure.0.00 0.10
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The effects of Rayleigh number upon the heat transfer rates
are pointed out in Fig. 14, where the distributions of the
average nusselt number are plotted vs. the Rayleigh number.
Besides the expected increase of the nusselt numbers with Ra,
the heat transfer increased. This increasing of nusselt number
is explained by the increase of the buoyancy forces which
overcome the viscous forces and the heat transfer is domi-
nated by convection at high Rayleigh number (about and0.00 0.10
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Fig. 12 e Streamlines and isotherms for AR [ 0.1, 4 [ 2% andabove Ra ¼ 1.3  104). For this reason when the Rayleigh
number passes from 106 to 107, the rate of convective heat
transfer enhances by 55%, 69.43%, 65.12% and 38% for
AR ¼ 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.1 and 0.08 respectively.
Influence of solid volume fraction and inclination angle on
heat transfer
The effect of inclination angle and the solid volume fraction
on the average Nusselt number is demonstrated in Fig. 15. It is0.00 0.10
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creases with increasing the inclination of the enclosure,
therefore Nusselt number reaches its maximum at a specific
inclination angle. The maximum of heat transfer is observed
in u ¼ 30.
We also note that addition of small amount of nano-
particles improved the heat transfer performance signifi-
cantly.When the dilute nanofluids with nanoparticles volume
concentrations larger than 2.5%, the heat transfer coefficient
increases by 25% compared to pure water. When the volume
fraction of nanoparticles equals 4%, there is an increased 5%
only compared to pure water.0 2E+6 4E+6 6E+6 8E+6 1E+7
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Fig. 14 e Variation of nusselt number with Rayleigh
number at u [ 0 and 4 [ 0.02.Conclusion
In this study, the steady two-dimensional natural convection
flow of CuO-water nanofluid in an enclosure heated from one
side and cooled from the ceiling. The coupled non linear
equations of momentum and energy including buoyancy
forces under the Boussinesq approximation are solved
numerically. The influence of Rayleigh number on fluid flow
and heat transfer is investigated in the range of 104  Ra 107.
Based on these results, we can get the following conclusions:
1. For each aspect ratio it is found that an anticlockwise
rotating single cell exists for all Rayleigh number. For
Ra ¼ 107 a secondary cell is observed for AR ¼ 0.5.
2. The addition of CuO solid particle in water leads to
enhancement of heat transfer. The maximum of
enhancement is recorded for fz 2% for AR ¼ 0.5, 0.25 and
fz 2.5% for AR ¼ 0.125, 0.1 and 0.08.
3. The average Nusselt number increasesmonotonically with
increasing Rayleigh number and a major part of the
enclosure is occupied by the flow, especially at high Ray-
leigh numbers.
4. The Nu increases first then decreases, with increasing
inclination of the enclosure for all aspect ratios.r e f e r e n c e s
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